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HISTORY
The Helsinki Association for Human Rights (HAHR)
was registered in the Ministry of Justice of
Armenia in April 1997. The initial aim of HAHR was
to uphold the terms and conditions set forth in
the 1975 Helsinki Agreement. This intention has
evolved to include the fight against the abuse of
human rights, as well as the push to guarantee
fundamental human rights including freedom of
speech, freedom of religion, and freedom of
association and assembly.

CURRENT
ENVIRONMENT
Currently there has been a large focus on the
development of Armenia as a functioning
democracy with a parliamentary system of
government. The 2018 Velvet Revolution
reinvigorated civil society to be more involved in
the government and demand transparency from
the government. This is an important time for
HAHR as individuals are pushing for more of the
rights that HAHR fights for.
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VISION

Protected person in a
just society
MISSION

To strive for a just
Armenia where
respect for Human
Rights of all is a
reality
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OBJECTIVES

HAHR strives to provide:

1. Advocation for the
transparency and accountability
of state structures through
regular Human Rights
monitoring, reporting, and
promoting civic participation in
the decision making process.
2. Formation and development
of legal culture and an increase
of legal consciousness of
Armenian society through
education and outreach.
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3. Practical protection of
infringed rights and freedoms
through legal aid, including
legal representation,
consultations, and strategic
litigation.
4. Advocation and control of
the implementation of
international Human Rights
obligations by Armenia.
5. Insuring organizational
stability and growth through
diversification of funding
sources and creation of safe
and stable working
environment within the
organization.
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Internal Organizational Structure
Director/Project Manager
Develops and executes the organization’s strategies
Provides strategic advice to the board

Assistant Project Coordinator

Assists the project manager through the coordination of resources,
equipment, meetings, and information
Organizes projects with the goal of completing them on time and
within budget

Monitors

Lawyers

Gather information and facts by
interviewing those whose rights
have been violated as well as the
violators
Observe elections and monitor
demonstrations.

Represent clients in criminal and
civil litigation and other legal
proceedings, produce legal
documents, or manage or advise
clients on legal transactions

IT Specialist

Financial Manager

Oversees network management,
software development and
database administration
Provides technical support to the
organization

Provides financial reports and
interprets financial information
Maintains the financial health of the
organization

Communications
Write and distribute content to
promote an organization's
activities on social media.
Liaison between the
organization, the public, and the
media to ensure that the brand
remains top of mind awareness
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Overarching Structure
General Assembly
A group of all members,
including its board and staff
members.

Executive Board
Oversees the current company
management
Bound by the organizational bylaws
regarding electing members,
reviewing current management,
governing company policies and
approving budgets.

Director/
Project Manager
Develops and executes the
organization’s strategies
Provides strategic advice to the
board

Assistant Project
Coordinator

Assists the project manager
through the coordination of
resources, equipment, meetings,
and information
Organizes projects with the goal of
completing them on time and
within budget

Financial Manager
Provides financial reports and
interprets financial information
Maintains the financial health of the
organization

SWOT ANALYSIS
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Qualified and reputable lawyers
A solid, highly dedicated core team that communicates well
Positive public image and reputation within Armenian society
Ability to work well under emergencies and tight deadlines (strong
coping mechanisms)
Adaptability to the ever-changing environment
Good working relations and trust with international institutions and
embassies
Extensive volunteer network
Presence in the regions of Vanadzor and Gyumri
Trust among media organizations, which apply to receive
information and seek legal consultations

No core grants
Consistent overtime work
Lack of written strategic direction and policies
Poorly defined staff roles and responsibilities
Underdeveloped communication team consisting of only one
person
Lack of elaborated mechanisms and tools for monitoring, including
trial monitoring
Lack of consistent analytical work vis-à-vis collected data/evidence
Lack of financial forecasting

SWOT ANALYSIS
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Good personal contacts with people working for state institutions
Stabilization of the political environment
Increased interest among the donor community to support Human
Rights, rule of law and good governance projects in Armenia
(availability of funding)
Reinvigoration of engagement with embassies and representatives
of foreign institutions
Possibility to engage with beneficiaries and target audiences using
social media
Increased public trust
Favorable regulatory environment for NGOs
Armenia is part of most international treaties, setting concrete legal
obligations in the sphere of human rights and freedoms, including
the European Convention for Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms
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Persistent role of Russia in Armenian political affairs
Return of power of pre-revolutionary political forces might lead to
retaliation against HAHR and its staff
Lack of funding
State restrictions on receiving foreign funds
Cyber surveillance
Possible non ratification of the European Union-Armenia
Association Agreement by some E.U. Member States

RISK ANALYSIS
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During HAHR’s strategic planning workshop, the staff was invited to
evaluate both the internal and external risks to the organization as
well as the possible solutions. The following outlines HAHR’s plan to
combat current and potential risks.
INTERNAL RISKS
A major risk HAHR faces is financial instability. The lack of
constant funding causes multiple issues including facing
possible closure. In order to combat this, HAHR plans to
diversify its donor pool, reinvigorate relations with existing
donors, develop strategies to create a revenue stream to
bridge the gap between projects, and solidify networks with
pro-bono lawyers and volunteers to be able to continue
working without funding.
Second, there is a high staff turnover rate as other
opportunities present themselves for individuals at other
organizations that have more financial resources and more
stable structures. To counteract this, HAHR will continue to
practice transparent and fair governance within the
organization, promote participatory leadership and decision
making within the organization, grow opportunities for
professional growth within the organization, invest in staff
development, and encourage staff to express innovative ideas
to support a dynamic working environment.
Third, internal conflicts must be addressed in a timely
manner in order to minimize their negative impact
on the organization. One way to do this is to
involve external mediators when internal
efforts to eliminate conflict are not sufficient.
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EXTERNAL RISKS
The deteriorating political situation directly affects the
operating environment of HAHR because it dictates the
legislative framework HAHR works in and the harassment of
lawyers. In preparation, HAHR is developing an organizational
crisis plan in order to have a guidance framework in the future
when an external crisis arises. HAHR plans to assign a specific
staff member to be responsible for crisis management and to
organize physical and digital security training for staff
members. These measures will best prepare HAHR to smoothly
navigate crises that possibly arise.
The collapse of Armenia’s financial system leading to a loss of
the organization’s assets is a possibility. To preemptively reduce
this threat, HAHR will take steps to insure its financial assets
through diversification of its funding portfolio.
As the Velvet Revolution brought about a rise in civic
participation, competition in the civil society sector has
inevitably increased. This competition threatens to make
HAHR redundant. To prevent this from happening, HAHR will
constantly adapt to the changing external circumstances,
encourage a job culture of innovation to develop new tools of
engagement and new approaches for resolving problems, and
continually review how to maintain a competitive advantage
over new, less established organizations.
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METHODOLOGY

Human Rights Monitoring
HAHR has a staff of monitors that attend court hearings to gather
information on the status of court cases dealing with Human Rights.

Legal Aid
Advocates take meetings with individuals to advise them on the next
steps to take if they believe their rights have been violated.
Advocates provide pro-bono services to those that have cases that fall
under human rights abuses.
HAHR advocates are working to create legal precedent for future
human rights abuse cases that are taken to court.

Advocacy and Outreach

HAHR drafts and presents policy briefs containing suggestions on
legislative reform.
HAHR publishes the information it compiles on its website, Facebook,
and Youtube.
HAHR creates content and programing to share on its
own internet tv site.
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Strategies
1

MONITORING

2

REPORTING

Thematic
Ongoing

Thematic
General

3

4

ADVOCACY

National
International

5

LEGAL AID

OUTREACH

New Media
Traditional
Media
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EDUCATION

Consultations Trainings
Seminars
Legal
Representation
Strategic
Litigation

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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FOSTERING THE DEVELOPMENT OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS
AND FREEDOMS IN ARMENIA
implemented in partnership with the National Endowment for
Democracy (NED)
July 2019 – June 2020

Offer judicial protection of infringed or disputed rights,
freedoms and legitimate interests of the project beneficiaries.
Provide legal advice and media coverage in order to strengthen
the project beneficiaries’ awareness of legal means and
mechanisms of self-protection, broaden their legal horizons,
overcome their pessimism or fear and enhance their legal
abilities to respond to rights violations in a lawful manner.
Reveal shortcomings in specific laws, regulations and instruments
related to guaranteeing a fair investigation and a fair trial, as
well as relevant recommendations to the Government of
Armenia.
Raise the level of legal literacy and legal awareness of officials in
courts, investigations and law enforcement, as well as of
Armenian society as a whole.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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ON THE ROAD TO SUSTAINABLE DEMOCRACY
implemented in partnership with the National Endowment for
Democracy (NED)
July 2018 – June 2019

Worked to facilitate fair trials in the criminal justice system.
Effectively monitored trials and hearings in various courts of
Yerevan, Gyumri and Vanadzor, and publicly exposed this
information on HAHR sites.

ADVOCATING FOR ADVOCATES’ RIGHTS IN ARMENIA
implemented in support with the European Endowment for
Democracy (EED)
May 2018 – May 2019

Raised awareness on the harassment of advocates in Armenia,
measured by the number of website users, social media followers,
and requests for information.
Documented success cases and monitored hearings, which
encouraged advocates to participate and demand protection of
their rights to personal security and privacy.
Placed pressure on judges and the board to make fair, evidencebased decisions through Chamber of Advocates and publishing
court monitoring reports.

DATA SAFETY AS A CRUCIAL PRECONDITION FOR PUBLIC
ADVOCACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENSE IN ARMENIA
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implemented in partnership with the Internews Europe
November 2018-May 2019

Strengthened the institutional capacity of the “Helsinki
Association” human rights NGO (HAHR) by ensuring the safety of
information, e-records and e-documents compiled by the office.
Installed of Microsoft Office to ensure data safety and quality
work.
Used HHD and SSD disks to store scanned and stored hard copies
of court case materials of the HAHR represented defendants
kept at the office and at the homes of the HAHR lawyers.
PROMOTING THE HUMAN RIGHTS OF LGBTI PEOPLE IN
ARMENIAN SOCIETY
implemented in support with the US AID
September 2016 – March 2019

Distributed 70 social videos/animations on LGBTI-phobia
entitled “I am against homophobia” which engaged different
activists, online TV programs, TV programs on LGBTI issues in
different regional channels, as well as participate in different talk
shows on national TV on LGBTI related issues.
Communicated with political parties and their youth branches,
and negotiated with them to include human rights issues as one
of the core components in their agendas.
Organized three round table discussions for youth branches of
political parties and active youth initiative groups on antidiscrimination and LGBTI issues in Armenia.

HUMAN RIGHTS MONITORING AND ADVOCACY
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implemented in partnership with the National Endowment for
Democracy (NED)
May 2017-April 2018

Presented a finalized proposal to the RA Government requesting
consideration of suggestions for possible legislative changes.
Organized two-hour round-table discussions with 20
representatives of the Public Defender Office, courts, Ministry of
Justice, and the Mass Media.
Provided legal advice to more than 120 people in Yerevan, Gyumri
and Vanadzor.
Prosecuted 10 criminal cases in the courts of Yerevan, Gyumri and
Vanadzor.
Produced short clips describing “Human Rights As They Are”.

HUMAN RIGHTS MONITORING AND ADVOCACY-1
implemented in partnership with the National Endowment for
Democracy (NED)
May 2016-April 2017

Initiated and advocated 20 high-profile criminal cases in various
courts in Armenia.
Provided regular legal advice to more than 400 people.
Produced a program series “The Arrest as a Precautionary
Measure” with advocates invited to share information on their
opinions and recommendations on various issues related to the
arrests in general.
Advocates participated in talks on different legal topics on live
TV and radio channels.
Released more than 80 videos of the “Dissidents’
Kitchen” program.
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COLLABORATION
COLLABORATION
HAHR strives to collaborate with fellow civil society
organizations in Armenia to create an environment where
active participation amongst the population is commonplace.
HAHR willingly provides its monitoring reports and research
projects to organizations that need this information for the
development of their own projects.
HAHR has an extensive network of volunteers from abroad
that work with the organization in order to best bring about
the best practices to combat Human Rights abuses in
Armenia.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
HAHR prides itself in having a diverse team of highly qualified
lawyers, journalists, and activists that work as a collective to
achieve HAHR’s mission. HAHR stands strong against all
Human Rights violations and is consistently outspoken in
reporting these violations in Armenia. Most importantly,
HAHR’s tight knit team is able to adapt quickly to the
constantly changing political environment.

PARTNERS AND DONORS
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CURRENT DONORS
National Endowment for Democracy (NED) (for the project: On
the Road to Sustainable Democracy)
https://www.ned.org/
European Endowment for Democracy (EED) (for the project:
Advocating for advocates’ rights in Armenia)
https://www.democracyendowment.eu/
PAST DONORS
Internews Europe
www.internews.org
USAID Armenia – (of a consortium project of Promoting the
Human Rights of LGBTI People in Armenia managed by PINK
Armenia)
www.pinkarmenia.org
Westminster Foundation for Democracy
www.wfd.org
European Commission
https://ec.europa.eu
Counterpart International
www.counterpart.org

